Building on the application of cuprite (Cu 2 O) in solar energy technologies and reports of increased optical absorption caused by metal-to-semiconductor energy transfer, a confinement-based strategy was developed to fabricate high aspect ratio, crystalline Cu 2 O nanorods containing entrapped gold nanoparticles (Au nps). Cu 2 O was crystallized within the confines of track-etch membrane pores, where this physical, assembly-based method eliminates the necessity of specific chemical interactions to achieve a well-defined metalsemiconductor interface. With high-resolution scanning/transmission electron microscopy (S/TEM) and tomography, we demonstrate the encasement of the majority of Au nps by crystalline Cu 2 O and show that crystalline Au-Cu 2 O interfaces that are free of extended amorphous regions. Such nanocrystal heterostructures are good candidates for studying the transport physics of metal/semiconductor hybrids for optoelectronic applications. 
Introduction
Cuprous oxide (Cu2O) is a promising material in next-generation photovoltaic devices due to its favorable optoelectronic properties, earth-abundance, and low cost. [1] [2] [3] Integrating plasmonic assemblies into semiconducting materials can increase charge injection, optical path length, and enhance absorption of near IR light. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] A key challenge that dictates the performance of such metal-semiconductor hybrid materials is achieving a metal-oxide interface that is free of electrically insulating organic ligands. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] Methods to synthesize these materials generally require careful chemical design on a case-by-case basis. [7] [8] [9] 17 By introducing a physical control parameter (e.g., confinement within pores of track-etched membranes) to the crystallization microenvironment we designed a reaction system to achieve the encapsulation of Au nanoparticles within Cu 2 O nanorods, regulating the assembly of a semiconductor-metal heterostructure without the introduction of organic structure-directing agents.
Originally explored as a synthesis template for electrochemical growth of nanotubes or nanorods of conducting polymers and metals, 18, 19 track-etched membranes have been used for the crystallization of transition metal oxides 20 and as synthetic models for studying crystallization in confinement. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] Key outcomes of these works have included the ability to form high aspect ratio nanorods, 23, 26 and a route to interface semiconducting transition metal oxide nanowire arrays into macroscale structures with spatial control. 20 Up to this point, reports on electrochemical and solution-based crystallization within the pores of track-etched membranes have involved the formation of single phase or multilayered nanowires. [30] [31] [32] [33] However, these membranes also present a means to physically control the encapsulation of (metal) nanoparticles within the target (semiconducting) crystalline nanorods, forming a crystal-within-acrystal dual-(or multi-) phase material.
Within the (aqueous) crystallization microenvironment, the interaction between a host crystal and a guest material can be tuned by carefully controlling the crystallization kinetics (e.g., regulating the diffusion of reagents) and/or restricting the mobility of the guest materials. 34 This approach has been widely demonstrated for single crystal carbonates, where the encapsulation of organic colloids, 35 micelles, 36, 37 and fibers 38 has been achieved by the vapor diffusion of ammonium carbonate into an aqueous matrix (e.g., dispersion of particles or hydrogel)
containing dissolved alkali metal salts. 39, 40 As an extension of this approach, we hypothesized that a solution-vapor phase crystallization of an oxide (e.g., Cu 2 O) could be accomplished by the diffusion of a low vapor pressure basic species or reducing agent 41 into a transition metal oxide salt solution with the application of heat to drive the system to the oxide phase. 42 Experimental Design. This article describes a new approach to synthesize metalsemiconductor hybrid materials. We crystallized cuprous oxide (Cu 2 O) from aqueous solution at near ambient temperatures with hydrazine vapor diffusion as the reducing agent to regulate the crystallization kinetics. Growth within the confinement of track-etched membrane pores leads to the formation of high aspect ratio single crystal Cu 2 O nanorods. We used this approach to entrap Au nps within the Cu2O nanorods, without the need for large organic ligands on the nps.
The structure of these hybrid materials was determined using high resolution scanning/transmission electron microscopy and tomography to demonstrate the encapsulation of numerous Au nps by crystalline Cu 2 O and the crystalline nature of the Au-Cu 2 O interface. The overall reaction is shown in Eq. 4.
Results

Synthesis of
Eq. 4
For the present study, the key point of Fehling's reagent is that crystallization of Cu2O can be induced by the introduction of a (vapor phase) reducing agent to a basic solution containing a copper citrate complex. This reaction was carried out using a double-walled reaction chamber, and moderate heating (65 ºC) was achieved with circulating water (Fig. 1b) . After reaction, the solution was a pale yellow and the membrane was a rusty red (Fig. 1c) . The resulting crystalline nanorods (Fig. 2a) were extracted from the membrane channels by dissolving the membrane in dichloromethane.
Individual rods exhibited selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns ( seen under bright field TEM (Fig. 2a) . Curved lines were seen to bisect the rods many times along their lengths; these features are consistent with the existence of dislocations, which are associated with both nanowire structures 44 and growth in confinement. 23 By taking SAED patterns at various positions along the length of the rods, we were able to observe a rotation of the cuprite lattice ( Fig. 2b-d) . No preferential crystallographic orientation of the rods with respect to their long axis was observed, where this observation is consistent with results from similar studies on calcite rods crystallized within the confines of track-etched membranes. 45 In contrast with other Cu 2 O synthesis approaches which involve electrodeposition 46 or hightemperature vapor deposition, 47 the nanorods reported here can be crystallized from aqueous solutions at near ambient temperatures without an applied potential. In addition, the track- Under bright field (BF) S/TEM, the Au nanoparticle array appeared to be completely encapsulated within the high aspect ratio crystalline Cu 2 O rod (Fig. 3b,c) . In common with the single-phase Cu 2 O nanorods, dislocations are visible in the Cu 2 O-Au nanocrystal heterostructures (Fig. 3c) . Likewise, the lattice rotations seen in the single-phase Cu2O nanorods (Fig. 2) are also observed in the SAED patterns of the nanocomposite Cu 2 O-Au architectures; the SAED patterns (Fig. S4) show off axis tilting and high magnification TEM imaging reveals Moiré fringes that rotate ~12.5º over 200 nm (Fig. 3c) . In addition to the linear defects, surface discontinuities were seen in the Cu 2 O-Au crystals (notch in Fig. 3c ). Further examination of the single-phase Cu2O and the Cu2O-Au nanorods (Fig. S5) revealed that both contain dislocations and surface discontinuities. These defects are not specifically caused by the presence of the Au nanoparticle array, but rather seem to be a signature of the high aspect ratio structure and/or growth conditions. 44, 45, 50, 51 High-resolution Characterization of Cu2O-Au Heterostructures. The uniqueness of our STEM tomography was performed on an individual Cu2O-Au nanorod to probe the entire 3D structure (Movie S1). Single projection images (Fig. 5a ) and slices through the 3D tomographic reconstruction (Fig. 5b,d ) confirm the encapsulation of the Au nps within the Cu2O nanorods.
The contrast difference between the two materials was used to generate an isosurface rendering of both the Au nps (green) and the Cu 2 O matrix (purple) (Fig. 5c) . By combining individual tomographic slices with the corresponding slices through the isosurface rendering, the continuity of the Cu2O crystal through the encapsulated Au np array was studied. Visible as a pale blue matrix surrounding the orange particles (Fig. 5d) , Cu 2 O encapsulates the Au nps without obvious discontinuities within the nanoparticle array. Three dimensional imaging also reveals notches and voids within the Cu 2 O nanorod, though not associated with the Au nps. In particular, discontinuous voids within the nanorod center are clearly visualized in the tomographic slices (Fig. 5b) . To further understand the interface between the Cu 2 O crystal and the encapsulated Au nps, we also performed high-resolution STEM imaging (Fig. 4d,e) . Looking closely at the interface between a single Au nanoparticle and the encapsulating Cu 2 O crystal (Fig. 4d) we see that fringes from each lattice meet directly at the boundary between the two crystals. While here the images were obtained in projection through the nanorod and the atomic lattice from the Cu2O above and below the Au nps have to be taken into account, there is no evidence for extensive amorphous regions or planar lattice defects at the Cu2O-Au interface. In addition, we find continuous Cu 2 O lattice fringes that extend over numerous particles (Fig. 4e) . This continuity suggests the complete encapsulation of multiple Au nps within a single crystalline Cu2O domain.
Discussion
Encapsulation of Particles in Single Crystals. The confinement-based approach introduced
here provides a novel route to creating hybrid nanostructures with control over the interface between the host crystal and encapsulated nanoparticles. The entrapment of guest materials, which are larger than small molecules, within a host crystal is well-recognized in certain geologic minerals, such as "rutile-in-quartz", 52, 53 and also in biominerals. 34, 54, 55 The successful entrapment of polymeric guests within single crystals, primarily of calcite, has been widely demonstrated, 34, 35, 55, 56 relying either on the chemical functionality of the polymers, or in some cases, on the restricted mobility of the guest species. 34, 35, 57 The encapsulation of inorganic and metallic guest particles has only been achieved by functionalizing the nanoparticles with diblock copolymers, 58, 59 or immobilizing them within hydrogel matrices. 39, 40 In all of these cases, the encapsulated nanoparticles are surrounded by an insulating organic layer at the interface between the guest nanoparticle and the host crystalline material. In electronic materials, such an insulating layer would be a barrier to the transport of carriers between the two crystalline materials.
In contrast to carbonate materials, very few oxide compounds have been demonstrated to encapsulate guest particles while remaining as single crystals. [60] [61] [62] Most work has focused on the occlusion of polymeric colloids (100's of nm) within zinc and copper oxides, where occlusion was achieved by tuning the surface chemistry of the particles. Carboxylate functionality has been associated with the successful encapsulation of polystyrene spheres, 56, 63 while amine surface moieties have directed the interaction of copper oxide with surfaces. 43, 64 Such findings complicate the development of new multi-functional materials as it is challenging to predict which chemical functionality is needed on a (nanoparticle) surface to favor its encapsulation/interaction with/in a single crystal host.
As an alternative to surface functionalization, colloidal crystal templates have been used to physically entrap guest particles within host crystals. Electrochemical methods have been used to grow Cu 2 O around a template of polystyrene spheres, embedding the colloids within the single crystal host. 65, 66 In addition, the confinement provided by a wedge was used to precipitate calcite single crystals within colloidal crystals of polystyrene spheres. 35 The method described here is an extension of this approach, where we have demonstrated that by performing crystallization within a confined volume, the interaction of two dissimilar crystals can be controlled without high demands on the surface chemistry. In addition, our current work with track-etched membranes has allowed us to regulate the interaction between two crystalline materials at much smaller length scales than previously reported.
Characterization of the Host-Guest Interface. Our metal oxide/metal nanoparticle system also provided us with an opportunity to characterize the interface between the two phases.
While polymeric spheres have been incorporated into inorganic crystals, attempts to study the interfaces have been limited by the amorphous structure of the polymer spheres and the low atomic numbers of their constituents. Further, although a range of calcite/inorganic nanoparticle single crystal nanocomposites have been synthesized, the interface between the two materials cannot be readily studied using TEM-based techniques due to the beam-sensitivity of CaCO3.
As a consequence, we still have a relatively poor understanding of the structural relationships between the guest particles and the host crystal phases, and the structure of the interface between these components.
The nanocrystal heterostructures synthesized here were both stable to the electronic beam and of nanoscale dimensions. Their structure can therefore be directly studied using high resolution electron microscopy without the introduction of preparation artifacts. Our results show that there is a high degree of crystallographic order at the boundary between the two different crystalline materials (Fig. 4d,e) , but no epitaxial relationship between the Au and Cu 2 O lattices. This interface structure, and the continuous intergrowth of Cu2O throughout the Au np array (Fig. 5) ,
suggest that the growth of the cuprite rods is independent of the Au nps, and does not originate from them. This growth mechanism is in contrast to reports of nanorods grown epitaxially from single nanoparticles or nanoparticles that are epitaxially nucleated on the surfaces of nanorods. [67] [68] [69] [70] Recent in situ AFM studies of the entrapment of polymeric micelles within calcite crystals has shown that the micelles bind preferentially to the step edges, which then experience little or no inhibition as the calcite lattice grows around the adsorbed micelles. 71 Further, the relatively compliant micelles experience lateral compression as they are occluded in the crystal, where this distortion gives rise to a cavity within the calcite. Although elegant, these
AFM studies could not demonstrate whether the observed cavities are ultimately retained or lost, after nanoparticle occlusion. The continuous interface observed between the Au np and Cu 2 O observed here suggests that with stiff "guests" no such cavity forms and the crystal grows around the obstacle, creating "tight fit" (Fig. 4) . Finally, the observation of multiple Au nps within a single Cu 2 O coherent domain (Fig. 4e) indicates that the cuprite crystal is able to grow around the particles without significant disruption to its lattice, in agreement with similar reports for particle and fiber encapsulation within calcite.
36, 38
Optoelectronic heterostructures, and to potentially become more complex, resulting in splitting of the single plasmon peak into low and high energy coupled (hybridized) modes. 72, 73 As compared to discrete core-shell architectures, the Au nps in our rods have varying lengths of contact between them. For example, some nps appear to exist as isolated individuals (Fig. 5d1) , while others are present as dimers (Fig. 5d3) , or have contacts with multiple Au nps (Fig. 5d2) . These features could give rise to diverse splitting, and thus broadening, of the plasmon peak in these materials. Chains of plasmonic particles have also been associated with the emergence of Fano resonance, and the electric field enhancements are observed in both linear and kinked chains.
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Conclusions
In this work, we have demonstrated that crystallization in confinement provides a promising route for generating nanocrystal heterostructures comprising Au nps embedded within a crystalline Cu2O host. Importantly, this strategy leads to a clean interface between the host crystal and occluded nanoparticles. We report high-resolution, 3-D structural characterization that shows that the Cu 2 O crystal is continuous throughout the Au nanoparticle array and that the interface between the two crystals is highly ordered. Our approach is envisaged to be quite general, where the ability to make metal-semiconductor hybrid nanostructures, or even heterostructures from two different semiconductors, without complex chemical considerations,
presents new opportunities to the field of advanced materials. Hybrid crystalline materials, which are predicted to have emergent properties, can now be accessed and studied for a wide range of optoelectronic applications. Specific acknowledgment is made for the assistance of Malcolm G. Thomas and John L. Grazul during the use of the electron microscopy facilities.
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